OUR MISSION After-School All-Stars provides comprehensive after-school programs that keep students safe and help them succeed in school & life.

OUR VISION is for All-Stars to be safe and healthy, graduate high school, go to college, find careers they love and then give back to their communities.

HEALTH & WELLNESS

“IF IT WEREN’T FOR ASAS, I WOULD NOT BE AS ACTIVE AND HAPPY”
- AMELIA • 7TH GRADE

While only 8% of middle schools offer daily P.E., All-Stars exercise 4.4 times per week.

ACADEMIC READINESS

“I HAVE TIME TO FINISH MY HOMEWORK, ATTEND CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES, AND USE THIS KNOWLEDGE FOR THE OUTSIDE WORLD.”
- EMILY • 7TH GRADE

STEM career interest increased by 26% amongst All-Stars over the course of the year.

85% of All-Stars report high levels of motivation and ability to make plans and take action toward desired goals.

CAREER EXPLORATION & STEM

“IF IT WEREN’T FOR ALL-STARS THEN I WOULDN’T KNOW MY CAREER PATH.”
- VERONICA • 8TH GRADE
98% of All-Stars families would recommend ASAS to other families.

SUPPORTING WORKING FAMILIES

"ASAS IS A REALLY BIG HELP FOR ME AS A SINGLE PARENT"

"THIS IS AN AMAZING PROGRAM. MY CHILD’S CONFIDENCE IN HIS ABILITIES HAS SOARED SINCE JOINING THIS PROGRAM."

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING

"IF IT WEREN’T FOR ASAS I WOULDN’T KNOW HOW TO CONTROL MY ANGER AND WOULDN’T UNDERSTAND WHO I AM AS A PERSON."

- ALANI • 8TH GRADE

Social-Emotional Learning improves student attitudes toward school, and reduces depression and stress, and thanks to ASAS, 77% of All-Stars report supportive adults and a social support system.